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MAXIMIZE
YOUR
PROFIT

SMALL BUSINESS IS TOUGH,
YOU NEED AN ADVANTAGE

So often, we feel like in order to make responsible
money decisions, we have to make the boring choice, and
limit ourselves. That is a mindset that keeps so many
people stuck, not wanting to put the time and effort into
understanding their money and knowing their numbers.
I’m here to tell you... knowing your numbers doesn’t
have to be boring.
This guide is going to help you make financial goals, and
create a budget that aligns with those goals, so that you
can make confident decisions that allow you to put all your
dollars to work in the most effective way possible.
Are you ready to put your money to work for you?

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN...

1. Profit Framework
2. Your 30-Day Focus
3. Shiny Object or Needed Tool
4. Business Stress Test

profit framework
ARM YOURSELF WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW TO REACH YOUR GOALS WITH CONFIDENCE
BY UNDERSTANDING YOUR MONEY

CONFIDENT
DECISIONS
•
•

Do you ever feel like you’re just winging it when it comes to managing
the expenses of your business?
Like you kind of know how much you make, and where it goes, but if
someone asked you to tell them what your revenue and profit was,
you might get a little tongue tied?
You may be getting by with this way of operating, and somehow
bringing in money and paying your expenses each month, but the
problem is, it is very stressful to live this way... without a clear
understanding of whether you’re prepared to make a certain
investment you’ve been wanting to make, or when it will be smart to
take a salary for all your hard work.
If you have dreams of growing and scaling, and making an impact
with the work you do, you owe it to yourself, and the people you
want to serve, to know your numbers. The success of your business
depends
on it.

•

Give every dollar a
job while still having
freedom to spend

Have a decision
making framework so
your decisions bring
you a step closer to
your goal and not two
steps back
How can you plan to
stay the course when
life happens?

powerful product
•
•

•

Do you want to be in a
race to the bottom to
get the business?
Or do you want to set
yourself in a different
market, to bring in the
kind of money that
alleviates the stress of
undercharging?
Charging a strong
rate will give you the
freedom you need to
make the true impact
you desire.

actionable info
•

•

•

Avoid the roller
coaster of the highs
and lows of good and
bad months.
Learn how to make
your accountant
speak English, and
not “accountant-ese”
Know exactly how
profitable something
is, and more
importantly, know if
it’s not.

impact grid
LEARN TO USE THE GENIUS FRAMEWORK GRID
TO DETERMINE WHERE YOU SHOULD FOCUS TO
MAKE YOUR GOALS HAPPEN
Using the grid, paired with what your main profit challenge is
(overspending, underpricing or timing/cash flow/ big purchases) will
help you to map your money and begin to make confident decisions
that align with your goals.
This grid will help you to see where your focus should be, so that you
know what will be the most impactful shifts you can make to benefit
your profit.
The Genius Framework is a system that you will use to prepare
yourself to make confident decisions by taking into consideration
all the necessary data, from your goals, to your budget and your
predetermined decision framework that will prepare you with how you
want to make decisions based on what you've determined are your
priorities.
You will get clear on your powerful product, from confident pricing,
and the mindset necessary to set that pricing, to creating recurring
profit that will help you establish consistency in your cash flow.
Finally, you will arm yourself with actionable info on your taxes, your
cash flow, and your money map, so you feel prepared to use your
resources in the most effective way possible to reach the goals
you've set for yourself.

OVERSPENDING
CONFIDENT DECISIONS
Decision Framework
Budget
Goals

POWERFUL PRODUCT
Pricing
Mindset
Recurring Revenue

ACTIONABLE INFO
Cashflow
Taxes
Money Map

UNDERPRICING

TIMING/CF/BIG

OVERSPENDING?

Prioritize these things:
Decision Framework
Goals
Budget
Cash Flow
Financial Statements

UNDERPRICING

Prioritize these things:
Goals
Pricing
Mindset
Cash Flow
Financial Statements

CHALLENGES WITH
TIMING?
Prioritize these things:
Budget
Recurring Revenue
Cash Flow
Taxes
Financial Statements

“LET’S GET ONE THING
STRAIGHT.
Money doesn’t have
To be boring or
Scary or something
That’s crass to
Talk about.”
NEV HARRIS ON

OVERSPENDING
MS. SCARLET IS SLASHING YOUR PROFIT
WITH THE KNIFE IN THE STUDY! ! !
Her siren’s call draws you in. She whispers in your ear that you should
buy what you want and that the people that make money spend
money. What she tells you is just true enough, and speaks to your
desire to get what you want, that you give in all too often. You might
not notice her cuts at first, but over time you begin to feel
the pain until your profit is all but gone.
Have you recently…
• bought a tool because it was on sale, even though you don’t really
need it (but you might in the future, right)
• bought a course that you don’t have time to take, or implement
• bought tickets to every virtual event that comes your way because
you might need the infoUpgraded your lighting, mic, office, (enter
your item here) even before you have grown revenue in that area
yet
You are not alone. Ms. Scarlet is sneaky and she has a cunning way
of playing off your natural positive money mindset to get you to buy
items that don’t fit in your profit plans.
The great news is that there is a way to increase your profits without
changing your natural inclination to buy what you want when you
want it.

WHERE TO FOCUS:
You will benefit from
establishing goals and a
budget that works with
your goals, as well as a
decision framework that
will allow you to make
confident decisions that
will support your goals.

REFRAME YOUR
MINDSET:
Budgeting does not
have to be all about
deprivation...

When you make a budget
that is driven with your
goals in mind, you start
to see your decisions as
opportunities to bring
you closer to your goals,
rather than moments
where you have to limit
yourself.
This is why I like to call it
a Freedom Budget... this
way of budgeting leads
you to your freedom, and
you are allowed to spend
what you want, when you
want, with awareness
of how each choice is
leading to your goals.

IMAGINE. . .
You’ve prepared a budget
that allows you to be you,
you know why you’re
making certain decisions,
and so choosing your
goals over the immediate
wants no longer feels so
limiting. You are taking
ownership of your money
and making choices
that make you feel
empowered.

SHINY OBJECT VS. NEEDED TOOL

WHAT ARE YOU THINKING OF BUYING?
How it is billed:
Cost:

(Yearly, Quarterly, Monthly)

x
(Price)

=
(x4 if quarterly
x12 if montly
x1 if yearly)

True Cost (Yearly Price x 5 years) =
Will it DIRECTLY increase sales or will it be an additional cost?
What does it do?
1.
2.
3.
4.
Do I have an IMMEDIATE need for it? What is it?

What tool do I already own that will do about the same thing?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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(Yearly Cost)

SHINY OBJECT VS. NEEDED TOOL

What can’t the tool I already own do that the new tool can?

What is my detailed step by step plan for implementing this into my business
immediately?

Should I buy it? YES or NO

I need ___________________________ to _________________________________
(tool name)

(why you need it)

even though I have ________________ because it can’t ____________________
(other tool)

(can’t be done)

It is worth ____________ out of my take-home pay and I have no better use
for that money.

(cost)

X ________________________________________
(Signature)
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UNDERPRICING
THE BUTLER IS CHOKING YOUR PROFIT IN
THE HALL WITH THE ROPE! ! !
He’s choking your profits with underpricing.
Do you tend to think of your pricing simply in terms of trading time for
money?
Rather than providing a solution to a problem, you’re selling your
hours, but the problem with this model is that, just as the butler lives
in the house, and works there, often during unpaid time, cleaning up
here and there, you’re tinkering around in your work, getting little
pieces done here and there, and not getting paid for all that time.
You may be feeling really great about the hourly rate you’re charging,
until you think of all the hours that are spent in your work, whether in
admin tasks, marketing, learning new skills, and you realize that your
billable hours are only about half the time that you spend working,
and suddenly that hourly rate doesn’t sound that great.
The great news is that there is a way to increase your profits by
increasing your prices.

WHERE TO FOCUS:
You will benefit from
establishing your goals and
getting clear on how your
pricing makes an impact on
those goals, and your ability
to deliver your best work.
Learning actionable steps to
looking at your money map
so that you can strategically
plan your goals will allow
you to plan your success,
and to keep moving forward
to the goals you’ve set for
yourself.

REFRAME YOUR
MINDSET:
I want you to start to
understand the cost of
underpricing, and how this
makes it much harder for
you to deliver the value you
want to deliver in your work.
Planning your goals and
getting clear on how your
pricing will bring from
value to you and from
you, will help you start to
confidentally charge rates
that will set you up for
success.

IMAGINE. . .
You’re confident that the
work you do speaks for
itself, and your prices reflect
the premium quality of your
work.
You now stand out as a
premium service provider
and now that you’re
charging a strong rate for
your work, you no longer
have to hustle to get more
work than is reasonable
done just to earn a decent
wage. You’ve found ease in
doing great work and being
well paid for that work.

BURN OUT OR BUY OUT PRICING

HOW TO ESTIMATE WHAT YOU MAKE HOURLY FROM A PROJECT
Project Price:

Estimated Expenses:

Length of Contract:

$ _____________________ - ______________________________ / __________________________
(aka how much do you invoice)

(people & tools, but not your cut)

(in weeks)

= Weekly rate $ _________ / #of hours worked per week _________ = hourly rate $ ________

Example:

$10,000 (project revenue) - $2k (expenses) / 12 week contract
= $633 per week in revenue
$633 / 5 hours a week on the project = $126 hourly rate

HOW TO ESTIMATE THE REQUIRED PROJECT PRICE IN ORDER TO
MAKE THE DESIRED HOURLY RATE
$ _____________________ x ________________________ = $ __________________________
(desired hourly rate)

(hours worked per week)

($ made per week)

$ _________________ x ________________ + _______________ = ____________________
($ made per week)

(# of weeks on project)

(expenses)

(required project price)

Example:
$200 hour x 5 hours a week = $1000 per week x 12 week project + 2k expenses
= $14,000
So if you want to make $200/hour,
you need to increase the project price by $4000
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CASH FLOW/TIMING
MRS. WHITE IS POISONING YOUR PROFIT
IN THE KITCHEN! ! !
Does this experience sound familiar?
You had a killer month, you’ve booked a ton of jobs, and you’re
feeling great about your revenue, until…
All of a sudden the bills start to come in and you don’t have the
money to pay them. The timing of your bills threatens to ruin your
great month because you thought you had done so well, and now
you’re scrambling to figure out how to pay the bills.
Just as the cook in the kitchen may have a meticulously planned out
11 course meal, with everything looking so delicious on the menu, but
because of poor timing, the soufflé falls flat, the soup is cold and the
mayo in the side dish has been left out so long that it will make the
guests sick.
Are your months the sumptuous feast Mrs. White is known for, or
did she “forget” to clean the puffer fish right, making it 10x more
poisonous than cyanide. So your great month is poisoned by the
timing of when everything comes in, like the food, like the great meal
was poisoned.
The great news is that there is a way to increase your profits by
implementing a simple process to plan and time your expenses and
spending so you get to keep more of what you make.

WHERE TO FOCUS:
Establishing a budget and
setting up some recurring
revenue will help you break
the cycle of timing mishaps
in your business when it
comes to cash flow not
lining up the way you want
it to to support the choices
you want to be able to make
for your business.

REFRAME YOUR
MINDSET:
When you get clear on the
timing of your cash flow,
you will learn to manage the
money that comes in so that
you don’t feel the stress of
the highs and the lows, from
good months to the months
that leave you scrambling
for the next client.
Preparing ahead helps you
to put all your dollars to
work so that you aren’t left
hanging when you need
the money to make a big
purchase, or cover taxes.
This is an empowering step
as a business owner.

IMAGINE. . .
Your business cash flow
is running like a well oiled
machine. You know what
is coming and going
and when, and you are
confidently prepared to
cover things as they come
up. You have systems in
place with your money
that allow you to no longer
feel the effects of the feast
or famine of inconsistent
sales and poorly timed
expenditures .

BUSINESS STRESS TEST
THIS WORKSHEET WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND HOW LONG YOU WILL
BE ABLE TO STAY AFLOAT WITHOUT CHANGING WHAT YOU
SPEND OR WHAT YOU EARN IN YOUR BUSINESS
Money coming in: (tally up all your numbers and put them here)
Recurring revenue
Monthly ongoing client revenue
One off client revenue
Any additional revenue
Total revenue:

Monthly Expenses: (tally up your expenses in your business and put them here)
People & Team
Tools
One off large items
Courses or other purchases
Total expenses:

HOW LONG WILL YOU STAY AFLOAT IF YOU DON’T CHANGE
ANYTHING IN YOUR BUSINESS INCOME AND EXPENSES?
$ ___________________________ - $ ________________________ = $______________________
(total coming in)

(total going out)

(your gap)

How much cash you have in savings $_________________________
$ ______________________ / $ __________________________ = __________________________
(amount in savings)

(amount of monthly gap)

(# of months that you will stay afloat)

EXAMPLE:

If you’re making $10k and you’re spending $8k then you’re $2k positive, and your savings
can grow by $2k each month
If you’re making $8k but you’re spending $10k then your gap is $2k, and you have $10k in savings
$10k (savings) / $2k (gap) = 5 months before you have no money
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“I WANT MONEY TO NOT
BE THIS BIG, SCARY
THING YOU AVOID ALL
THE TIME.
I WANT YOU TO GET EXCITED
TO SEE HOW YOUR REVENUE
HAS GROWN - AND THAT
MAKING (AND MANAGING)
MONEY IS FUN.”
NEV HARRIS
FEATURED ARTICLE

WHAT'S NEXT?
Hey I'm Nev! I hope this resource has helped you get a

clear idea of what you can do to take ownership of your

money so you can have the profit and make the impact

you want.

Running a small business is tough enough on it’s

own without making it even harder by making

financial decisions that don’t support you
and your business goals strategically.

You are fully capable of understanding our
money, and making strong and confident
money decisions, you just need it explained
to you in terms beyond what I like to call

accountant-ese (the special language

created by accountants and financial
experts that seemed determined to
confuse the rest of us)

We train you to understand your
money so you can gain more personal
freedom, higher profits and security
for your family.

Your next step is to go grab the [COURSE] to help you
understand your money so you can end the stress and
be on your way to financial freedom!!!

I’M READY!!!

